Year 11 Parents Evening

 Worry about the amount of revision they do – is what they have done going to be

enough? How much did they actually

 Worry about what impact the exams will have on their future job prospects?
 Worry about the financial implications of having to do their exams again…
 We feel powerless…..

So what do we do? We reflect our own worry for our children back on them,
amplifying their distress.

Help ……………Find a balance

 Your job as a parent is to help your child achieve the optimal balance between being

too relaxed and being paralysed by anxiety.
 Try to listen, absorb, and contain the distress of your child through affirmation and

reassurance. Make sure they know that their worth to you and others is separate from
their achievements.
 It also helps for parents to put things in perspective: exams are important but your

child's whole life does not depend on them, although it may feel like that at the time.

 20% of what they hear

The best revision is active.– DO SOMETHING!
Revising actively means you can make sense of the
material you want to learn. Examples of active revision
include:

 30% of what they see

writing revision notes

 10% of what they read

 50% of what they hear and see
 70% of what they say
 90% of what they both say and do

making revision cards
designing mind maps
re-writing notes
doing examples and trying past paper questions
recording notes onto an iPod
All listed in the Year 11 revision support booklet

 Discipline yourself –
have the right principles and determination to see your support through, even when it's difficult at
times.

Comparison –
remove any opportunity to compare against another siblings performance or your own in the past
i.e. "When I was your age...",
- just focus on where your child is now and how you are both going to revise together.

The objective here is to build their self esteem and confidence.
- your child needs to feel that you are there only to support them through this process and not to

compare them in any way.

 Time management - Know your dates and weeks, - when are their exams?
Many students now take 10 or more GCSEs and are therefore required to revise over 200 GCSE
topics.
On the basis of 1 hour of revision per topic, this means that your child may need to complete a
total of over 200 hours of revision.

Assuming that they revise for 1-2 hours a day, they will therefore need to start revising at least 3-6
months before their first exam. For those taking exams in June, this means starting to revise in
February at the very latest.
Create a revision timetable with them. Free online. - clear revision plan and reduce stress levels
https://www.thestudentroom.co.uk/g/planner

 Support with past papers, allow your child to "tell you what they have learnt".
Located on the school website under the revision pages.

 Good Positive home working environment - tidy space for revision; quiet time
(no TV in the household for X minutes?

Providing Inspiration - we all need someone or something to inspire and motivate us.
 It is worth remembering that sources of inspiration are deeply personal and take a wide variety of







forms:
Book
Music
Film to see
Game
create opportunities for your child to talk to friends and family about the benefits and advantages
offered by a good set of GCSE results

Offering Incentives – some students need additional incentives
 discuss with your child what sorts of rewards would motivate them to set more ambitious targets and
to revise more diligently.
 Or you could promise certain rewards if he achieves certain grades. A few examples of possible
rewards: Driving lessons; a new mobile phone; tickets to a concert; money for music or
clothes; a party after their last exam; a musical instrument?

 It helps if other members of the household are aware that your child may be

under pressure and that allowances should be made for this.

 If your child is given study leave in the run-up to exams, try to be at home as

much as possible so that you can share a break and a chat together.

 Make sure there are plenty of healthy snacks in the fridge and try to provide

good, nutritious food at regular intervals.

 Encourage your child to join family meals, even if it's a busy revision day - it's

important to have a change of scene and get away from the books and
computer for a while. Avoid junk foods, energy drinks. Eat healthy means
better memory retention.

 Encourage your child to take regular exercise. A brisk walk can help clear the mind before the

next revision session.

 Try not to nag or make too many demands on your child during exam time. Arguments are

counter-productive and will only add unnecessary stress and distract from revision.

 It's important to get a good night's sleep before an exam, so discourage your child from staying

up late to cram. And make sure he or she eats a good breakfast on the morning of the exam

 Explain that exams aren't an end in themselves but a gateway to the next stage of life

A lot of effort over a
long period of time

 Make revision a priority – stay focused on your revision, it’s not forever, other

things can wait until the exams have finished. BUT REMEMBER, balance it out!

 Start early- revision should be done over months NOT weeks before the exams!
 Put in the hours – there is no getting away from the fact!
 Revise all topics equally
 Tackle past papers – these are the best way of revising ACTIVE REVISION
 Use the exam board websites or the school website for support

The night before
 only do light revision, nothing that you haven’t already touched…
 get all your equipment ready the night before. Takes the stress off in the morning
 get a good night’s sleep

On the day
 Get up plenty of time
 If you want, just flick through your revision cards.

In the exam
 Take a deep breath. Don’t worry about anyone else. Read your paper first to see where your strengths are.

MISTAKE is to waste time on answering the ones your not sure of first!

 Allocate your time effectively

 Tackle all the questions – NEVER leave anything blank!

 Lack of engagement – Afterschool Period 7 THAT DAY
 Expectation to attend 3 revision sessions a week afterschool, alongside full commitment in

their lessons and with homework.
 E.g. if you don’t do well in a test you will be expected to redo it again afterschool.
 Students should be carrying around their revision folders and using them within their revision
sessions and lessons.
 School Website full of resources, tips and past papers
Students will receive a revision booklet:
i.
Outline of the Term 4 revision programme (times/dates)
ii.
Outline of the draft exam timetable – guidance for revision planning
iii. Support on revision techniques
iv. Guidance on stress management

